
Introducing EIU Viewpoint
All the political, economic and market insights you need to succeed



Forecast for the global economy
Politics, economics and market-moving topics

Daily insights
Developments that impact the future outlook

Political and economic analysis
Examination of key trends in each country

Medium-term country forecasts
~200 countries’ political and economic landscapes

Long-term country forecasts
The structural trends shaping ~80 major economies

Industry analysis and data
Demand and supply outlook for six major industries

Commodity forecasts
The supply, demand and prices of 40 critical goods

Macroeconomic indicators database
Economic data series up to 320 variables per country

Proprietary ratings
Measuring the attractiveness of the business environment

Extensive global coverage
The data and analysis included in our service



View EIU’s forecasts and insights  
regionally and globally

Easily navigate to the analysis that matters to you
Drill down into any country, look at a region or go global—the choice is yours

Access your recently viewed selections



Sophisticated search
A dynamic search engine to save you time

Quick search for data series and  
geographies

Browse through data tree and select  
multiple series and geographies

Prominent links to the methodology  
and forecast dates



Find key insights such as the latest  
medium and long term forecasts

Quick to read content across  
all topics

Easy to scan interface

Downloadable  
one-click report

Get a one-click view into any country
Everything you need to know, including key insights, analyses and forecasts



Filter our latest updates and analyses

The most important insights flagged  
for your attention

Discover commentary from our  
analysts on world events

What’s new and important at a glance
Curated content from our expert analysts



Themes let you discover  
the world by event or trend,  
such as the US-China trade  
war, Brexit or global trade

Analyse macro trends and major events
View the most pressing issues across countries and industries, curated by our experts



Powerful new data visualisation tools
Connect key data points and insights

Download charts and tables in the  
best format for you, including JPG,  
PNG, SVG, Excel and CSV files



Accessible from any device
Analysis and insights available wherever, whenever and however you need it



EIU Viewpoint
All the political, economic and market insight you need to succeed

•Curated expert insights to highlight what’s most important

•Accessible on any device, from desktop to mobile

•Easy to navigate to relevant content

•Quick to see what’s important and what’s new

•Dynamic charts alongside insightful analysis

•Simple to determine and refine data selections

• Interpretation of data series with descriptions throughout
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